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Ellen Percy

1867

a princess sacrifices her marriage and her soul to a dead tree disguised as a dear friend called the
valentine tree

One Gold in the Land of Rain

2014-02-13

white roses interlaces the stories of two women erica a new yorker whose lover cal an emt was killed in
the world trade center attack and rose a maasai raised in the shadow of mt kilimanjaro craving a deeper
knowledge of the man she mourns erica flies to tanzania to meet his peace corps friends and experience the
exotic countryside he loved but as erica begins retracing cal s steps she becomes aware that someone is
tracking her as well in alternating chapters rose attempting to make sense of her own life recounts the
stories she told her children of their births of her life on the savannah of the early days in tanzanite
mining and how she became a miner and how she lost it all ultimately the women s stories weave together
to create a portrait of not just the one person erica thinks she is memorializing but a group of people
living and dead who are neither heroic nor cowardly but instead nuanced and human

White Roses

2017-04-12

contemporary fairy tale magic studies the impact of fairy tales on contemporary cultures from an
interdisciplinary perspective with special emphasis on how literature and film are retelling classic fairy
tales for modern audiences

The Metropolitan

1842

keith clouten has comprehensively researched the extent to which the lord was involved in providing the
inspired writings as we have them today it is made clear that though he oversaw the whole process he
didn t puppeteer it moses john and all the bible writers in between were god s penmen not pen the principles
of revelation and inspiration that shaped the biblical canon carry over to the prophetic status and
ministry of ellen white clouten takes a balanced approach in emphasizing that her faulty humanity didn t
differ from that of david jonah and others or affect the legitimacy of her messages or fulfillment of the
prediction in joel 2 28 readers of this valuable book will be stirred with a fresh appreciation for god and
his immeasurable desire to teach his wayward children how he plans to redeem them

The Metropolitan Magazine

1842

prosecutor danielle soto believes her position on the sorority killer task force is a perfect way to
advance her career but her plans don t include falling hard for a captivating woman who lives in a
completely different world when the investigation and her attraction to ellen davenport collide danny
must choose between the safety of sameness and the peril of the unknown ellen davenport has secrets but
until danny soto entered her life she hadn t realized that protecting her privacy would come at such a
high price can she explore her attraction to danny without exposing herself and her family to danger or
must she risk everything for love

Contemporary Fairy-Tale Magic

2020-01-13

based on proven theory and real life experience this guidebook provides a one stop resource for educators
librarians and storytellers looking to introduce storytelling programs for young adults storytelling
is often associated with storytime and library services to young children but effective storytelling
speaks to all ages including teens engaging teens with story how to inspire and educate youth with
storytelling offers an in depth look at storytelling for young adults that explains the benefits of
storytelling with this audience what current practices are and storytelling opportunities to explore
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with youth it provides a unique source of expert guidance that youth services librarians professional
storytellers and middle and high school teachers will appreciate readers will learn how to find stories
for teens apply proven techniques for successful telling of tales to teens use traditional literature as
a basis for creative writing and establish a teen storytelling club or troupe the guide also covers how
teens can create their own stories with digital media the connections between traditional folk and fairy
tales and today s film television books and online media and how storytelling can be successfully used
with at risk youth

Merry's Museum, Parley's Magazine, Woodworth's Cabinet and the
Schoolfellow

1861

read the complete heir chronicles in this omnibus edition three boys three talismans one destiny in this page
turning collection featuring the warrior heir the wizard heir the dragon heir the enchanter heir and the
sorcerer heir cinda williams chima explores what it means to be different what s worth fighting for and
what s worth dying for dark forces are after a boy who is heir to a dangerous legacy a girl grapples
with evil within a seventeen year old is a deadly assassin and a wild child uncovers a mystery the
wizards and warriors seers enchanters and sorcerers must keep their fragile peace despite all that would
break it the answers they need lie buried in the tragedies of the past the question is whether they can
survive long enough to unearth them

The American Shorthorn Herd Book

1855

encyclopedic in its coverage this one of a kind reference is ideal for students scholars and others who
need reliable up to date information on folk and fairy tales past and present folktales and fairy tales
have long played an important role in cultures around the world they pass customs and lore from
generation to generation provide insights into the peoples who created them and offer inspiration to
creative artists working in media that now include television film manga photography and computer games
this second expanded edition of an award winning reference will help students and teachers as well as
storytellers writers and creative artists delve into this enchanting world and keep pace with its past
and its many new facets alphabetically organized and global in scope the work is the only multivolume
reference in english to offer encyclopedic coverage of this subject matter the four volume collection
covers national cultural regional and linguistic traditions from around the world as well as motifs
themes characters and tale types writers and illustrators are included as are filmmakers and composers
and of course the tales themselves the expert entries within volumes 1 through 3 are based on the latest
research and developments while the contents of volume 4 comprises tales and texts while most books
either present readers with tales from certain countries or cultures or with thematic entries this
encyclopedia stands alone in that it does both making it a truly unique one stop resource

The American Short-horn Herd Book

1883

can fairy tales subvert consumerism can fantasy and children s literature counter the homogenizing
influence of globalization can storytellers retain their authenticity in the age of consumerism these are
some of the critical questions raised by jack zipes the celebrated scholar of fairy tales and children s
literature in this book zipes argues that despite a dangerous reconfiguration of children as consumers in
the civilizing process children s literature fairy tales and storytelling possess a uniquely powerful even
fantastic capacity to resist the relentless progress of negative trends in culture he also argues that
these tales and stories may lose their power if they are too diluted by commercialism and merchandising
stories have been used for centuries as a way to teach children and adults how to see the world as well
as their place within it in relentless progress zipes looks at the surprising ways that stories have
influenced people within contemporary culture and vice versa among the many topics explored here are the
dumbing down of books for children the marketing of childhood the changing shape of feminist fairy tales
and why american and british children aren t exposed to more non western fairy tales from picture books
to graphic novels from children s films to video games from grimm s fairy tales to the multimedia harry
potter phenomenon zipes demonstrates that while children s stories have changed greatly in recent years
much about these stories have remained the same despite their contemporary high tech repackaging
relentless progress offers remarkable insight into why classic folklore and fairy tales should remain an
important part of the lives of children in today s digital culture
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Breaking Through the Wall

2017-12

digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of the judge by rebecca west digicat publishing
considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks
digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of
world literature

Rush

2009-05-18

digicat presents to you this meticulously edited collection of the most revered and influential stories
and biographies for the heroines of the future novels little women anne of green gables series rose in bloom
pride and prejudice emma jane eyre heidi emily of new moon alice in wonderland the wonderful wizard of oz
the secret garden a little princess peter and wendy the girl from the marsh croft the nutcracker and the
mouse king the princess and the goblin at the back of the north wind a girl of the limberlost rebecca of
sunnybrook farm mother carey s chickens pollyanna a sweet girl graduate daddy long legs understood
betsy the luckiest girl in the school what katy did patty fairfield two little women on a holiday mildred
keith the wide wide world the silver skates six to sixteen the wind in the willows the box car children five
children and it the phoenix and the carpet the story of the amulet the railway children journey to the
centre of the earth great expectations and both were young rapunzel cinderella snow white the twelve
brothers little match girl little mermaid thumbelina the heroines of the past biographies memoirs helen
keller the story of my life harriet the moses of her people joan of arc saint catherine vittoria colonna
catherine de medici mary queen of scots pocahontas priscilla alden catherine the great marie antoinette
fanny burney elizabeth cady stanton susan b anthony catherine douglas lady jane grey flora macdonald
madame roland grace darling sister dora florence nightingale augustina saragoza charlotte bronte
dorothy quincy molly pitcher harriet beecher stowe madame de stael elizabeth van lew ida lewis clara
barton virginia reed louisa m alcott clara morris anna dickinson lucretia sappho xantippe aspasia of
cyrus portia octavia cleopatra julia domna eudocia hypatia the lady rowena queen elizabeth the lady
elfrida the countess of tripoli jane countess of mountfort laura de sade the countess of richmond
elizabeth woodville jane shore catharine of arragon anne boleyn jane addams

Engaging Teens with Story

2017-06-28

digicat presents to you this meticulously edited collection of the most revered and influential stories
and biographies for the heroines of the future novels little women anne of green gables series rose in bloom
pride and prejudice emma jane eyre heidi emily of new moon alice in wonderland the wonderful wizard of oz
the secret garden a little princess peter and wendy the girl from the marsh croft the nutcracker and the
mouse king the princess and the goblin at the back of the north wind a girl of the limberlost rebecca of
sunnybrook farm mother carey s chickens pollyanna a sweet girl graduate daddy long legs understood
betsy the luckiest girl in the school what katy did patty fairfield two little women on a holiday mildred
keith the wide wide world the silver skates six to sixteen the wind in the willows the box car children five
children and it the phoenix and the carpet the story of the amulet the railway children journey to the
centre of the earth great expectations rapunzel cinderella snow white the twelve brothers little match
girl little mermaid thumbelina the heroines of the past biographies memoirs helen keller the story of my life
harriet the moses of her people joan of arc saint catherine vittoria colonna catherine de medici mary queen
of scots pocahontas priscilla alden catherine the great marie antoinette fanny burney elizabeth cady
stanton susan b anthony catherine douglas lady jane grey flora macdonald madame roland grace darling
sister dora florence nightingale augustina saragoza charlotte bronte dorothy quincy molly pitcher
harriet beecher stowe madame de stael elizabeth van lew ida lewis clara barton virginia reed louisa m
alcott clara morris anna dickinson lucretia sappho xantippe aspasia of cyrus portia octavia cleopatra
julia domna eudocia hypatia the lady rowena queen elizabeth the lady elfrida the countess of tripoli jane
countess of mountfort laura de sade the countess of richmond elizabeth woodville jane shore catharine
of arragon anne boleyn jane addams

Heir Chronicles: Books I-V

2020-05-26

the lost angel by katharine tynan published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles
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that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or
yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition
has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is
to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

Treasure Trove

1844

it s tougher than you might think to stay sane and normal when your mother is the most famous actress
on the planet but bliss drew is one celebrity spawn with a serious attitude moyra is determined to help
bliss work through her many issues can bliss navigate her way through her mom s crazy fans

Folktales and Fairy Tales [4 volumes]

2016-02-12

this collection of deftly rearranged myths and fairy tales including six original stories rekindles the
excitement of adored childhood adventures national endowment for the arts recipient michael cadnum
creates twice told narratives revealed through their supporting casts from the protective giantess at
the top of the beanstalk to an extremely bratty gingerbread man

Odd Fellows' Magazine

1860

while adolf hitler s national socialist government was persecuting jews and jehovah s witnesses and
driving forty two small german religious sects underground the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints continued to practice unhindered how some fourteen thousand mormons not only survived but
thrived in nazi germany is a story little known rarely told and occasionally rewritten within the
confines of the church s history for good reason as we see in david conley nelson s moroni and the
swastika a page turning historical narrative this book is the first full account of how mormons avoided
nazi persecution through skilled collaboration with hitler s regime and then eschewed postwar shame by
constructing an alternative history of wartime suffering and resistance the twelfth article of faith and
parts of the 134th section of the doctrine and covenants function as mormonism s equivalent of the
biblical admonition to render unto caesar a charge to cooperate with civil government no matter how
onerous doing so may be resurrecting this often violated doctrinal edict ecclesiastical leaders at the
time developed a strategy that protected mormons within nazi germany furthermore as nelson shows many
mormon officials strove to fit into the third reich by exploiting commonalities with the nazi state german
mormons emphasized a mutual interest in genealogy and a passion for sports they sent husbands into the
wehrmacht and sons into the hitler youth and they prayed for a german victory when the war began they
also purged jewish references from hymnals lesson plans and liturgical practices one american mission
president even wrote an article for the official nazi party newspaper extolling parallels between utah
mormon and german nazi society nelson documents this collaboration as well as subsequent efforts to
suppress it by fashioning a new collective memory of ordinary german mormons courage and travails
during the war recovering this inconvenient past moroni and the swastika restores a complex and difficult
chapter to the history of nazi germany and the mormon church in the twentieth century and offers new
insight into the construction of historical truth

The Quarterly Magazine of the Independent Order of Odd-Fellows,
Manchester Unity

1860

servants know everything never trust them never fall in love ellen a young maid in the 1840s enters
service at the declining markham thorpe a house where the relationship between masters and servants is
not quite as it should be there s one clear reason for this sitting bang in the middle of this mess of sex
power money and intrigue the charismatic housekeeper mrs rundell whose agendas are complex and whose
enemies are growing

The American Short-horn Herd Book ...

1877
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the wide wide world is the story of young ellen montgomery it begins with ellen s happy life being
disrupted by the fact that her mother is very ill and her father must take her to europe requiring ellen to
leave home to live with an almost unknown aunt though ellen tries to act strong for her mother s sake
she is devastated and can find solace in nothing eventually the day comes when ellen must say goodbye
to her mother and travel in the company of strangers to her aunt s home unfortunately these strangers
are unkind to ellen and she tries to leave the boat on which they are traveling will susan ever get to
reach her destination will she find the love and acceptance of her mysterious aunt what will happen to
her in a strange new place alone and unaccompanied

Relentless Progress

2013-02-01

journal of fairy tale studies

Oxberry's Budget of Plays. Consisting of thirty-nine original dramas,
by ... authors of the day; ... performed at the London theatres

1844

1 new york timesbestselling author stephanie laurens returns to the cynsters next generation with a
rollicking tale of smugglers counterfeit banknotes and two people falling in love a gentleman hoping to
avoid falling in love and a lady who believes love has passed her by are flung together in a race to
unravel a plot to undermine the realm christopher cynster has finally accepted that to have the life he
wants he needs a wife but before he can even think of searching for the right lady he s drawn into an
investigation into the distribution of counterfeit banknotes london born and bred ellen martingale is
battling to preserve the fiction that her much loved uncle christopher s neighbor still has his wits about
him but christopher s questions regarding nearby goffard hall trigger her suspicions as her younger
brother attends card parties at the hall she feels compelled to investigate while ellen appears to be the
sort of frippery female christopher abhors he quickly learns that in her case appearances are deceiving and
through the twists and turns in an investigation that grows ever more serious and urgent he discovers
how easy it is to fall in love while ellen learns that love hasn t after all passed her by but then the
villain steps from the shadows and love s strengths and vulnerabilities are put to the test just as
christopher has always feared will he pass muster can they triumph or will they lose all they ve so
recently found a historical romance with a dash of intrigue set in rural kent a cynster next generation
novel a full length historical romance of 124 000 words praise for the works of stephanie laurens
stephanie laurens heroines are marvelous tributes to georgette heyer feisty and strong cathy kelly
stephanie laurens never fails to entertain and charm her readers with vibrant plots snappy dialogue and
unforgettable characters historical romance reviews stephanie laurens plays into readers fantasies like
a master and claims their hearts time and again romantic times magazine

Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series

1971

The Judge

2022-08-01

He Would be a Gentleman

1873

He Would be a Gentleman, Or, Treasure Trove

1873
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Every Girl's Library - 50 Classics in One Volume

2023-11-12

The Library of Girlhood

2022-11-13

The Lost Angel

2021-11-09

The Astrologer's Daughter, an Historical Novel. (The Spanish Girl's
Revenge.).

1845

The astrologer's daughter

1845

The Astrologer's Daughter

1845

Sheer Bliss

2006-10-01

The Wide, Wide World

1853

Can't Catch Me

2018-05-08

Moroni and the Swastika

2015-03-02

The Wide, Wide World

1853

Markham Thorpe

2013-12-05
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The Wide, Wide World

2020-12-17

Marvels & Tales

2002

The Children's Hour

1868

The Inevitable Fall of Christopher Cynster

2020-03-19
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